
Instructional culture is essential for student success. Schools with strong instructional cultures tend to have strong student outcomes and retain more of their most effective teachers.
The teacher perspectives reflected in your Insight survey results provide valuable information you can use to improve your school and pursue your leadership priorities.

Sharing Insight results with others

Teacher feedback from Insight is most useful when it is incorporated into existing school improvement efforts, and when teachers know their feedback was
heard. Here are some easy ways to share Insight results with teachers and leaders at your school.

Visit the "Share Results" page on the Insight
Help Center (linked above) for templates to use in
a teacher debrief.

Download any data to Excel or print any chart
as a picture. Click the chart of interest, then
select Download at the top right corner of the
screen.

Print all your data to a PDF report. Click on the
icon below to go to the print-friendly report, then
follow the print instructions at the top left.

Navigating your report

Use the tabs at the top to explore your data and answer your
questions. Access via computer or tablet for optimal formatting.

Hover over the info icon on each tab for an explanation
of the data and guiding questions to help interpret your r..

Watch a 7-minute video overview of the report features.

Make a plan using this reflection guide.

Still have questions? Visit the Insight Help Center for
FAQs and resources.

Acting on your data

Understand your school's instructional culture
The Focus Areas tab helps you to understand your teachers' perspectives on different
aspects of instructional culture, and how they compare to the perspectives of teachers at
local exemplar schools.

Monitor progress on priorities
The Trends over Time tab provides school-wide trends over time to help assess your
school's progress in priority areas.

Support teacher retention
The Retention and Index tab can help inform your strategy for retaining the strong
teachers at your school.

Hear concrete ideas from teachers
The Teacher Comments tab shows your teachers' ideas for what most helps them impro..
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If you have questions about Insight data or technical questions about your report access, please contact insight@tntp.org.
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